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Smart English A2 Video worksheet

Unit 6 4Real

Before you watch

•1  What do you remember about the group 4Real? Complete the information.

  Names: ______________________ (16)    _________________________________ (17)    _________________________________ (16)

  Kind of music: ________________________________      Message: ________________________________ , not negative

While you watch

•2  Match the questions with the boys’ sentences. Then watch the video and check.

  1  Why hip hop?

  2  What was your fi rst song?

  3  How does technology help 
   you with music?

  4  What are you expressing with
    your music?

a In the age of technology, it’s very easy to make a song.

b  Hip hop is the people’s music.

c   The most important thing is to express what you 
feel at the moment. 

d   United. That song was about how everybody 
has a different story, but we’re all one.
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Unit 6
 FILM FACTS

What’s it about?    The high school group 4Real
Where is it?   San Francisco, California, USA
Who’s in it?  The group’s three members
What do they Writing their songs, creating messages, 
  talk about?    performing their music
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•3  Watch the video again. Circle the correct lyrics for 4Real’s song United. 
  (Tip: Listen to Alex and Sean and read the lyrics of their song at the end.)

 A  Make a poster (paper or online) for a 4Real 
concert in your area. Choose a date and place. 
Write some information about 4Real.

 B   Write a paragraph about 4Real for an online 
music site. Write information about the group’s 
members and their opinions, and describe 
their music.

4REAL
4REAL

4REAL4REAL4REAL4REAL4REAL4REAL
4REAL4REAL4REAL4REAL4REAL4REALDATE

PLACE Who are they?Who are they?
What do they think?What do they think?What do they think?
What’s their music like?What’s their music like?What’s their music like?

After you watch

•4   What do you think? Is it easy to make and share songs with technology? 
Do you use music sites on the internet? Which ones? Tell the class.

•5   PROJECTS

It’s unity for you / them
It’s unity for me / us
 It’s unity for us who live and die to be here / free
It’s unity for whites, blacks, Latins, and Chinese / 
   Japanese
United is what you and me need to see / be

Imagine a world / country as one big continent 
With one government / city, with the people   
   running it
All the people / men, all the women, all the 
   boys, all the girls
Living under the United States of the world

4Real
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Smart English A2 Video worksheet
Unit 6   Animation camp

Before you watch

•1  What do you remember about animation? Complete the sentences with the correct words from the box. 

    storyboard    model   character    stretch   pictures

  1  Animation is a series of __________________ with a 
__________________________ . 

  2  This can be a drawing or a computer 
____________________ .

  3  You make a ____________________ to show what 
happens in the fi lm.

  4  One of the rules of animation is squash and 
______________________ .

While you watch

•2   Watch the fi rst part of the video (until 02:12). True (T) or false (F)? Correct the false sentences.

  The students at animation camp …

  1  Animation is a series of 

  2  This can be a drawing or a computer 

  3  You make a 

  4  One of the rules of animation is squash and 

  1  are college students.  

  2  are at Ex’pression College for two weeks. 

  3  are interested in animation. 

  4  were good drawers as children.  

  5  are learning to make a model of a person on their computers. 

  6  take turns with real balls fi rst, so they understand the physics.  

  7  learn the problems of animation. 

  8  are learning the basics. 
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Unit 6
 FILM FACTS

What’s it about? A camp for future animators
Where is it? Ex’pression College, Emeryville, California, USA
Who’s in it? The students of animation camp, summer 2011
What do they Activities and projects at camp, their future goals
  talk about?  

•3   Watch the second part of the video (from 02:12) and complete the boys’ speech bubbles.

 A  Complete the website information for the next 
animation camp at Ex’pression College. 

 B  You are at animation camp. Write a status on 
your social networking site. Say what animation 
camp is and what you’re doing there.

After you watch

•4   What do you think? Does animation look easy? Do you create things on the 
computer, draw, make models or make your own fi lms?

•5  PROJECTS

Animation camp

 Animation camp at Ex’pression College • • • • •
 

 Animation camp is for …

 It lasts …

 You learn …

Animation is a huge job. 
It’s not __________________ at 
all.

It really takes a lot of 
______________________ and 
______________________ .

Every time I have to take 
a ______________________  ,
I want to come back 
______________________ .
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